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RESOLUTION NO. 92-194

RESOLUTION DESIGNATING THE LEAGUE OF MUNICIPALITIES OF THE PHILIPPINES AS THE NAMED-DONEE AND TO ACT IN BEHALF OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF BACOOR, PROVINCE OF CAWITI, FOR THE PURPOSE OF IMPLEMENTING THE DONATION OF A VEHICLE FOR ITS OFFICIAL USE, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.

WHEREAS, the Municipality of Bacoor, Province of Cavite, through its Sangguniang Bayan adopted Resolution No. 14, dated January 26, 1994, authorizing, among others, the disbursement of the amount of FIFTY THOUSAND PESOS ($50,000.00) to cover the freight and other shipping charges incidental to bring the donated service vehicle from Japan to the Philippines;

WHEREAS, the Donated Vehicle Program (DVP) was initiated by the Hon. Rafael M. Alunan III, Secretary of the Department of the Interior and Local Government (DILG), upon representations made by the League of Municipalities of the Philippines (LMP), an organization of all municipalities created by R.A. No. 7160, otherwise known as the Local Government Code of 1991, particularly Article Two, Chapter 2, Title Six, Book III thereof;

WHEREAS, the donor, Miyakawa Enterprises, Inc., that light vehicles are now available for donating;

WHEREAS, for purposes of expediency in the implementation of the aforesaid donation, LMP was and is hereby being designated to represent this municipality in all transactions relative to the foregoing with full powers to execute any and all documents relative thereto, including the acceptance of the said donation for any kind of light vehicles; LMP, THEREFORE, BE IT

RESOLVED by the Sangguniang Bayan of Bacoor, Province of Cavite, to confirm, as it hereby does confer, its authority for the LMP to represent the municipality on all matters relative to the LMP;

RESOLVED, FURTHER, to designate the LMP as the named-donee of the donated vehicle with powers to prepare, sign, execute, deliver, receive, file and follow up documents with all government agencies in Japan and in the Philippines, including the Department of Finance (Revenue Operations Group and Bureau of Customs), and the Department of Trade and Industry (Bureau of Import Services) and, should it be necessary, with the authority to hire the services of customs brokers and other entities the cost of services of which shall be for the account of the municipality;

RESOLVED, FURTHERMORE, that the donated vehicle shall be for the exclusive official use of the municipality in the discharge of its functions; and,
RESOLVED, FINALLY, to furnish with copies of this Resolution the League of Municipalities of the Philippines, No. 263 Ermin Garcia St., Cubao, Quezon City, and the Honorable Rafael M. Alunan III, Secretary, Department of the Interior and Local Government, 8333 Blvd., Cor. Reliance and EDSA, Mandaluyong, Metro Manila, for their information and appropriate action.

APPROVED IN UNANIMITY,
August 12, 1994.

As hereby certify that the preceding is a true and correct excerpt of Resolution No. 92-5-94 embodied in the Minutes of the Session of the Sangguniang Bayan on August 12, 1994.
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